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Summary. In this paper we suggest method in which hypothesis testing and support measure, 
which is used in Apriori algorithm, gives statistically significant frequent itemsets. Also, we 
propose the original procedure for frequent itemsets generation, which is more efficient than 
the appropriate procedure of the well known Apriori algorithm. The correctness of the 
procedure is based on special structure called Rymon tree. For its implementation, we suggest 
modified sort-merge-join algorithm.  

 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Association rules have received lots of attention in data mining due to their many 

applications in marketing, advertising, inventory control, and numerous other areas. The 
motivation for discovering association rules has come from the requirement to analyze large 
amounts of supermarket basket data. A record in such data typically consists of the transaction 
unique identifier and the items bought in that transaction. Items can be different products 
which one can buy in supermarkets or on-line shops, or car equipment, or telecommunication 
companies' services etc. 

A typical supermarket may well have several thousand items on its shelves. Clearly, the 
number of subsets of the set of items is immense. Even though a purchase by a customer 
involves a small subset of this set of items, the number of such subsets is very large. For 
example, even if we assume that no customer has more than five items in his shopping cart, 
there are  possible contents of this cart, which corresponds to the subsets 
having no more than five items of a set that has 10,000 items, and this is indeed a large 
number. 

The supermarket is interested in identifying associations between item sets; for example, it 
may be interesting to know how many of the customers who bought bread and cheese also 
bought butter. This knowledge is important because if it turns out that many of the customers 
who bought bread and cheese also bought butter, the supermarket will place butter physically 
close to bread and cheese in order to stimulate the sales of butter. Of course, such a piece of 
knowledge is especially interesting when there is a substantial number of customers who buy 
all three items and a large fraction of those individuals who buy bread and cheese also buy 
butter. 
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For example, the rule  [support=20\%, confidence=85\%] 
represents facts: 

• 20% of all transactions under analysis contain bread, cheese and butter; 
• 85% of the customers who purchased bread and cheese also purchased butter. 

The result of association analysis is strong association rules, which are rules satisfying a 
minimal support and minimal confidence threshold. The minimal support and the minimal 
confidence are input parameters for association analysis. 

The problem of association rules mining can be decomposed into two sub-problems [1]: 
• Discovering frequent or large itemsets. Frequent itemsets have support greater than 

the minimal support; 
• Generating rules. The aim of this step is to derive rules with high confidence 

(strong rules) from frequent itemsets. For each frequent itemset  one finds all not 
empty subsets of ; for each  one generates the rule , if 

. 
We do not consider the second sub-problem in this paper, because the overall 

performances of mining association rules are determined by the first step. Efficient 
algorithms for solving the second sub-problem are exposed in [12]. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides formalization of frequent itemsets 
mining problem. Section 3 describes Apriori algorithm. Section 4 presents our candidate 
generation procedure. Section 5 explains how to use hypothesis testing to validate frequent 
itemsets. 
 

2 PRELIMINARIES 
 
Suppose that I is a finite set; we refer to the elements of I as items.  
Definition 2.1 A transaction dataset on I is a function T: {1, ...,n} →  P(I). The set T(k) is 

the thk  transaction of T. The numbers 1,...,n are the transaction identifiers (TIDs).  
  Given a transaction data set T on the set I, we would like to determine those subsets of I 

that occur often enough as values of T. 
Definition 2.2 Let T: 1, ..., n→P(I) be a transaction data set on a set of items I. The 

support count of a subset K of the set of items I in T is the number Tsuppcount (K) given by: 

 .|)}(k1|{=|)( kTKnkKsuppcountT ⊆∧≤≤  (1) 

The support of an item set K (in the following text instead of an item set K we will use an 
itemset K) is the number:  

 .)/(=)( nKsuppcountKsupp TT  (2) 

   The following rather straightforward statement is fundamental for the study of frequent 
itemsets. 

 
Theorem 2.1 Let T: 1, ..., n→  P(I) be a transaction data set on a set of items I. If K and K' 

are two itemsets, then KK ⊆′  implies ).()( KsuppKsupp TT ′   
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 Proof. The previous theorem states that Tsupp  for an itemset has the anti-monotone 
property. It means that support for an itemset never exceeds the support for its subsets. For 
proof, it is sufficient to note that every transaction that contains K also contains K'. The 
statement from the theorem follows immediately.  

Definition 2.3 An itemset K is μ -frequent relative to the transaction data set T if 
μ)(KsuppT . We denote by μ

TF  the collection of all μ -frequent itemsets relative to the 
transaction data set T and by μ

rTF ,  the collection of μ -frequent itemsets that contain r items 
for 1≥r  (in the following text we will use r-itemset instead of itemset that contains r items).  

 Note that μμ
rTrT FF ,1

=U ≥
. If μ  and T are clear from the context, then we will omit either 

or both adornments from this notation. 
 

3 APRIORI ALGORITHM 
 
We will briefly present the Apriori algorithm, which is the most famous algorithm in 

association analysis. The Apriori algorithm iteratively generates frequent itemsets starting 
from frequent 1-itemsets to frequent itemsets of maximal size. Each iteration of the algorithm 
consists of two phases: candidate generation and support counting. We will briefly explain 
both phases in the iteration k.  

 In the candidate generation phase potentially frequent k-itemsets or candidate k-itemsets 
are generated. The anti-monotone property of the itemset support is used in this phase and it 
provides elimination or pruning of some candidate itemsets without calculating its actual 
support (candidate containing at least one not frequent subset is pruned immediately, before 
support counting phase, see Theorem 2.1).  

 The support counting phase consists of calculating support for all previously generated 
candidates. In the support counting phase, it is essential to efficient determine if the 
candidates are contained in particular transaction, in order to increment their support. Because 
of that, the candidates are organized in hash tree [2]. The candidates, which have enough 
support, are termed as frequent itemsets.  

 The Apriori algorithm terminates when none of the frequent itemsets can be generated.  
 We will use kTC ,  to denote candidate k-itemsets which are generated in iteration k of the 

Apriori algorithm. Pseudocode for the Apriori algorithm comes next.  
 Algorithm:  Apriori  

 Input: A transaction dataset T; Minimal support threshold μ    
 Output: μ

TF   
 Method:  
  1. }|}{{=,1 IiiCT ∈   

  2. })(|{= ,1,1 μμ KsuppCKF TTT ∈   

  3. for (k=2; ∅≠−
μ

1,kTF ; k++)  

            )(_= 1,,
μ

−kTkT FgenaprioriC   
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            }|{= ,, μμ
TkTkT suppCKF ∈   

      end for  
  4. μμ

rTrT FF ,1
=U  

 The apriori_gen is procedure for candidate generation in the Apriori algorithm [2]. In the 
iteration k, it takes as argument μ

1, −kTF  - the set of all μ -frequent (k-1)-itemsets (which is 
generated in the previous iteration) and returns the set kTC , . The set kTC ,  contains candidate 

k-itemsets (potentially frequent k-itemsets) and accordingly it contains the set μ
kTF ,  - the set of 

all μ -frequent k-itemsets. The procedure works as follows. First, in the join step, we join μ
kTF ,  

with itself:  

 INSERT INTO kTC ,   
 SELECT 12112111 .,.,...,.,. −− kk itemRitemRitemRitemR   
 FROM μ

1, −kTF  AS μ
1,1, −kTFR  AS 2R   

 WHERE 121122211211 .<..=.....=. −−−− ∧∧∧ kkkk itemRitemRitemRitemRitemRitemR   

 In the previous query the set μ
kTF ,  is considered as a relational table with (k-1) attributes: 

121 ,...,, −kitemitemitem .  
 The previous query requires k-2 equality comparisons and is implemented with nested-

loop join algorithm in the original Apriori algorithm from [2]. The nested-loop join algorithm 
is expensive, since it examines every pair of tuples in two relations:  

 for each μ
1,1 −∈ kTFl   

     for each μ
1,2 −∈ kTFl   

          if 1][<1][2][=2][...[1]=[1] 212121 −−∧−−∧∧ klklklklll   
              new_cand= 1]}[1],[[2],...,[1],{ 2111 −− klklll   

 Consider the cost of nested-loop join algorithm. The number of pairs of itemsets (tuples) 
to be considered is ||*|| 1,1,

μμ
−− kTkT FF , where || 1,

μ
−kTF  denotes the number of itemsets in μ

1, −kTF . 

For each itemset from μ
1, −kTF , we have to perform a complete scan on μ

1, −kTF . In the worst case 

the buffer can hold only one block of μ
1, −kTF , and a total of bbkT nnF +− *|| 1,

μ  block transfers 

would be required, where denotes the number of blocks containing itemsets of μ
1, −kTF .  

 Next in the prune step, we delete all candidate itemsets kTCc ,∈  such that some (k-1)-

subset of c is not in μ
1, −kTF (see Theorem 2.1.):  

 for each kTCc ,∈   
     for each (k-1)-subset s in c  
        if μ

1, −∉ kTFs  delete c from kTC ,   
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 In the next section we will suggest more efficient procedure for candidate generation 
phase and an efficient algorithm for its implementation. 

 

4 NEW CANDIDATE GENERATION PROCEDURE 
 
We assume that any itemset K is kept sorted according to some relation < , where for all 

Kyx ∈, , yx <  means that the object x is in front of the object y. Also, we assume that all 
transactions in database T and all subsets of K are kept sorted in lexicographic order according 
to the relation < .  

 For candidate generation we suggest the original method by which the set kTC ,  is 

calculated by joining μ
1, −kTF  with μ

2, −kTF , in the iteration k, for 3≥k . Candidate k-itemset is 
created from one frequent (k-1)-itemset and one frequent (k-2)-itemset in the following way. 
Let μ

1,11 },...,{= −− ∈ kTk FxxX  and μ
2,21 },...,{= −− ∈ kTk FyyY . Itemsets X and Y are joined if and 

only if the following condition is satisfied: 

21 <3)(1,= −−∧−≤≤ kkii yxkiyx               (3) 

producing the candidate k-itemset },,,...,{ 2121 −−− kkk yxxx .  
 We will prove the correctness of the suggested method. In the following text we will 

denote this method by μμ
2,1,, = −− × kTkTkT FFC . Let niiI ,...,= 1  be a set of items that contains n 

elements. Denote by )),((= EIPGI  the Rymon tree (see Appendix) of )(IP . The root of the 
tree is ∅ . A vertex },...,{=

1 kpp iiK  with 
kppp iii <<< ...

21
 has 

kpin −  children jKU , where 

n< ≤ji
kp (see Appendix). Let rS  be the collection of itemsets that have r elements. The 

next theorem suggest a technique for generating rS  starting from 1−rS  and 2−rS  
Theorem 4.1 Let G be the Ryman tree of P(I), where niiI ,...,= 1 . If rSW ∈ , where 3r , 

then there exists a unique pair of distinct sets 1−∈ rSU  and 2−∈ rSV  that has a common 
immediate ancestor 3−∈ rST  in G such that 3−∈ rSVUI  and VUW U= .  

Proof. Let u and v and p be the three elements of W that have the largest, the second-largest 
and the third-largest subscripts, respectively. Consider the sets }{= uWU −  and 

},{= pvWV − . Note that 1−∈ rSU  and 2−∈ rSV . Moreover, VUZ U=  belongs to 3−rS  
because it consists of the first r-3 elements of W. Note that both U and V are descendants of Z 
and that WVU =U (for r=3 we have ∅=Z ).  

 The pair ),( VU  is unique. Indeed, suppose that W can be obtained in the same manner 
from another pair of distinct sets 11 −∈ rSU  and 21 −∈ rSV  such that 1U  and 1V  are immediate 
descendants of a set 31 −∈ rSZ . The definition of the Rymon tree IG  implies that 

},{= 11 qm iiZU U  and }{= 11 yiZV U , where the letters in 1Z  are indexed by a number smaller 
than },,{ yqmmin . Then, 1Z  consists of the first r-3 symbols of W, so ZZ =1 . If yqm << , 
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then m is the third-highest index of a symbol in W, q is the second-highest index of a symbol 
in W and y is the highest index of a symbol in W, so UU =1  and VV =1 .  

The following theorem directly proves correctness of our method μμ
2,1,, = −− × kTkTkT FFC . 

Theorem 4.2 Let T be a transaction data set on a set of items I and let Nk∈  such that 
2>k . If W is a μ -frequent itemset and kW |=| , then there exists a μ -frequent itemset Z and 

two itemsets },{ qm ii  and }{ yi  such that 3|=| −kZ , WZ ⊆ , },,{= yqm iiiZW U  and both 

},{ qm iiZU  and }{ yiZU  are μ -frequent itemsets.  
 Proof. If W is an itemset such that kW |=| , than we already know that W is the union of 

two subsets U and V of I such that 1|=| −kU , 2|=| −kV  and that VUZ I=  has k-3 
elements (it follows from Theorem 2). Since W is a μ -frequent itemset and Z, U, V are 
subsets of W, it follows that each of these sets is also a μ -frequent itemset (it follows from 
Theorem 2.1).  

   We have seen in the previous section than in the original Apriori algorithm from [2], the 
join procedure is suggested. It generates candidate k-itemset by joining two large (k-1)-
itemsets, if and only if they have first (k-2) items in common. Because of that, each join 
operation requires (k-2) equality comparisons. If a candidate k-itemset is generated by the 
method μμ

2,1,, = −− × kTkTkT FFC  for 3≥k , it is enough (k-3) equality comparisons to process.  

 The method μμ
2,1,, = −− × kTkTkT FFC  can be represented by the following SQL query:  

 INSERT INTO kTC ,   
 SELECT 221111 .,.,...,. −− kk itemRitemRitemR   
 FROM μ

1, −kTF  AS μ
2,1, −kTFR  AS 2R   

 WHERE 221132311211 .<..=.....=. −−−− ∧∧∧ kkkk itemRitemRitemRitemRitemRitemR   

 For the implementation of the join μμ
2,1,, = −− × kTkTkT FFC  we suggest a modification of sort-

merge-join algorithm (note that μ
1, −kTF  and μ

2, −kTF  are sorted because of the way they are 
constructed and lexicographic order of itemsets).  

 By the original sort-merge-join algorithm [9], it is possible to compute natural joins and 
equi-joins. Let )(Rr  and )(Ss  be the relations and SRI  denote their common attributes. 
The algorithm keeps one pointer on the current position in relation )(Rr  and another one 
pointer on the current position in relation )(Ss . As the algorithm proceeds, the pointers move 
through the relations. It is supposed that the relations are sorted according to joining 
attributes, so tuples with the same values on the joining attributes are in consecutive order. 
Thereby, each tuple needs to be read only once, and, as a result, each relation is also read only 
once.  

 The number of blocks transfers is equal to the sum of the number of blocks in both sets 
μ

1, −kTF  and μ
2, −kTF , 21 bb nn + . We have seen that nested-loop join requires 111, *|| bbkT nnF +−

μ  

block transfers and we can conclude that merge-join is more efficient ( |>>| 21, bkT nF μ
− ).  
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 The modification of sort-merge-join algorithm we suggest refers to the elimination of 
restrictions that join must be natural or equi-join. First, we separate the condition (3):  

 3,1= −≤≤ kiyx ii            (4) 

                                                        .< 21 −− kk yx                          (5) 

  Joining μμ
2,1,, = −− × kTkTkT FFC  is calculated according to the condition (4), in other words 

we compute natural join. For this, the described sort-merge-join algorithm is used, and our 
modification is: before },...,{= 11 −kxxX  and },...,{= 21 −kyyY , for which μ

1, −∈ kTFX  and 
μ

2, −∈ kTFY  and 3,1= −≤≤ kiyx ii  is true, are joined, we check if condition (5) is satisfied, 
and after that we generate candidate k-itemset },,,...,{ 2121 −−− kkk yxxx .  

 The pseudocode of apriori_gen function comes next.  

 FUNCTION apriori_gen( μμ
2,1, , −− kTkT FF )  

  1. i = 0  
  2. j = 0  
  3. while |||| 2,1,

μμ
−− ≤∧≤ kTkT FjFi   

           ][= 1,1 ++− iFiset kT
μ   

           }{= 1isetS   
           done = false  
           while μ

1,= −≤∧ kTFifalsedone   

                   ][= 1,1 ++− iFiset kTa
μ   

                    if 2],1[=][ 11 −≤≤ kwwisetwiset a  then  
                        }{= 1aisetSS U   
                        ++i   
                   else  
                        done = true  
                   end if  
            end while  
            ][= 2,2 jFiset kT

μ
−   

             while 2][1,...,2][1,...,|| 122, −−∧≤ − kisetkisetFj kT pμ   

                   ][= 2,2 ++− jFiset kT
μ   

             end while  
             while 2],1[=][|| 212, −≤≤∧≤ − kwwisetwisetFj kT

μ   
                     for each Ss∈   
                           if 2][1][ 21 −− kisetkiset p  then  
                                2]}[1],[[1],...,{= 211 −− kisetkisetisetc   
                                 if c contains-not-frequnet-subset then DELETE c  
                                else  
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                                      }{= ,, cCC kTkT U   
                                end if  
                    end for  
                    j++  
                   ][= 2,2 jFiset kT

μ
−   

            end while  
   end while  

 We implemented the original Apriori [1] and the algorithm proposed here. Algorithms are 
implemented in C in order to evaluate its performances. Experiments are performed on PC 
with a CPU Intel(R) Core(TM)2 clock rate of 2.66GHz and with 2GB of RAM. Also, run 
time used here means the total execution time, i.e., the period between input and output 
instead of CPU time measured in the experiments in some literature. In experiments dataset 
which can be found on www.cs.uregina.ca is used. It contains 10000 binary transactions. The 
average length of transactions is 8.  

 Table 1 shows that the original Apriori algorithm from [1] is outperformed by the 
algorithm presented here.  

   
(%)minsup   

 Apriori    
tionimplementabasedtreeRymon   

10.0 15.00 3.10 
5.0 15.60 6.20 
2.5 16.60 6.20 
1.0 16.60 7.80 
0.5 18.10 7.80 

Table  1: Execution time in seconds 

 

5 VALIDATING FREQUENT ITEMSETS 
In this section we use hypothesis testing to validate frequent itemsets, which have been 

generated in the Apriori algorithm.  
 Hypothesis testing is a statistical inference procedure to determine whether a hypothesis 

should be accepted or rejected based on the evidence gathered from data. Examples of 
hypothesis tests include verifying the quality of patterns extracted by many data mining 
algorithms and validating the significance of the performance difference between two 
classification models.  

 In hypothesis testing, we are usually presented with two contrasting hypothesis, which are 
known, respectively, as the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis. The general 
procedure for hypothesis testing consists of the following four steps:   

    • Formulate the null and alternative hypotheses to be tested.  
    • Define a test statistic θ  that determines whether the null hypothesis should be accepted 

or rejected. The probability distribution associated with the test statistic should be known.  
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    • Compute the value of θ  from the observed data. Use the knowledge of the probability 
distribution to determine a quantity known as p-value.  

    • Define a significance level a which controls the range of θ  values in which the null 
hypothesis should be rejected. The range of values for θ  is known as the rejection region. 

  Now, we will back to mining frequent itemsets and we will evaluate the quality of the 
discovered frequent itemsets from a statistical perspective. The criterion for judging whether 
the itemset is frequent depends on the support of the itemset. Recall that support measures the 
number of transactions in which the itemset is actually observed. An itemset X is considered 
frequent in the data set T, if minsupXsuppT >)( , where minsup is a user-specified threshold.  

 The problem can be formulated into the hypothesis testing framework in the following 
way. To validate if the itemset X is frequent in the data set T, we need to decide whether to 
accept the null hypothesis, minsupXsuppH T =)(:0 , or the alternative hypothesis 

minsupXsuppH T >)(:1 . If the null hypothesis is rejected, then X is considered as frequent 
itemset. To perform the test, the probability distribution for )(XsuppT  must also be known.  

Theorem 5.1 The measure )(XsuppT  for the itemset X in transaction data set T has the 
binomial distribution with mean )(XsuppT  and variance  

n
XsuppXsupp TT ))((1*)( − , where n is the number of transactions in T. 

Proof. We will use measure )(XsuppcountT  and calculate mean and variance for it and 
later derive mean and variance for the measure )(XsuppT . The measure nT XXsuppcount =)(  
presents the number of transactions in T that contain itemset X, and 

nXsuppcountXsupp TT )/(=)(  (Definition 2.2).  
 The measure nX  is analogous to determining the number of heads that shows up when 

tossing n coins. Let us calculate )( nXE  and )( nXD .  
 Mean is pnXE n *=)( , where p is the probability of success, which means (in our case) 

the itemset X appears in one transaction. According to Bernoulli low is:  

 1.=}|{|0,> εε ≤−∀ ∞→ p
n

X
Plim n

N          (6) 

  Freely speaking, for large n (we work with large databases so n can be considered large), 
we can use relative frequency instead of probability. So, we now have:  

 n
n

n X
n

XnnpXE ==)( ≈                             (7) 

  For variance we compute:  

 
n

XnX
n

X
n

XnpnpXD nnnn
n

)(=)(1)(1=)( −
−≈−       (8) 

  Now we will compute ))(( XsuppE T  and ))(( XsuppD T . Recall that  
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n
XXsupp n

T =)( . We have:  

 ).(==)(1=)(=))(( Xsupp
n

XXE
nn

XEXsuppE T
n

n
n

T  (9) 

 =)(1=)(=))(( 2 n
n

T XD
nn

XDXsuppD                            (10) 

 ))()(1(1=)(1= 2 XsuppXsupp
nn

XnX
n TT

nn −
−              (11) 

 

  The binomial distribution can be further approximated using a normal distribution if n is 
sufficiently large, which is typically the case in association analysis.  

 Regarding previous paragraph and Theorem 5.1, under the null hypothesis )(XsuppT  is 

assumed to be normally distributed with mean minsup and variance 
n

minsupminsup )(1− . To 

test whether the null hypothesis should be accepted or rejected, the following statistic can be 
used:  

 .
)(1

)(=

n
minsupminsup
minsupXsuppW T

N −
−                             (12) 

The previous statistic, according to the Central Limit Theorem, has the distribution (0,1)N  
The statistic essentially measures the difference between the observed support )(XsuppT  and 
the minsup threshold in units of standard deviation.  

 Let N=10000, 0.11=)(XsuppT , minsup=0.1 and 0.001=α . The last parameter is the 
desired significance level. It controls Type 1 error which is rejecting the null hypothesis even 
though the hypothesis is true.  

 In the Apriori algorithm we compare minsupXsuppT =0.1>0.11=)(  and we declare X as 
frequent itemset. Is this validation procedure statistically correct?  

 Under the hypothesis 1H  statistics 10000W  is positive and for rejection region we choose  

0>},>|),...,{(= 10000100001 kkwxxR .  
 Let us find k.  
 
 }>{=0.001 100000

kWPH   

 0.499=}>{ 100000
kWPH   

 3.09=k   
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 Now we compute 3.33..=

10000
0.1)(1*0.1

0.10.11=10000 −
−w .  

 We can see that kw >10000 , so we are in rejection region and 1H  is accepted, which means 
the itemset X is considered statistically significant. 

 

6 APPENDIX 
 
Rymon tree was introduced in [8] in order to provide a unified search-based framework for 

several problems in artificial intelligence; the Rymon tree is also useful for data mining 
algorithms.  

 In Definitions 6.1 and 6.2 we define necessary concepts and in Definition 6.3 we define 
the Rymon tree.  

Definition 6.1. Let S be a set and let NSd →:  be an injective function. The number 
)(xd  is the index of Sx∈ . If SP ⊆ , the view of P is the subset 

)}(>)(|{=),( pdmaxsdSsPdview Pp∈∈ .  
 Definition 6.2. A collection of sets C is hereditary if CU ∈  and UW ⊆  implies CW ∈ .  
 Definition 6.3. Let C be a hereditary collection of subsets of a set S. The graph 

),(= ECG  is a Rymon tree for C and the indexing function d if:   
    • the root of the G is ∅   
    • the children of a node P are the sets of the form }{sP∪ , where ),( Pdviews∈   

   If },...,{= 1 nssS  and isd i =)(  for ni ≤≤1 , we will omit the indexing function from the 
definition of the Rymon tree for )(SP .  

 A key property of a Rymon tree is stated next.  

Theorem 6.1. Let G be a Rymon tree for a hereditary collection C of subsets of a set S and 
an indexing function d. Every set P of C occurs exactly once in the tree.  

Proof. The argument is by induction on |=| Pp . If 0=p , then P is the root of the tree and 
the theorem obviously holds.  

 Suppose that the theorem holds for sets having fewer than p elements, and let CP∈  be 
such that pP |=| . Since C is hereditary, every set of the form }{xP −  with Px∈  belongs to 
C and, by the inductive hypothesis, occurs exactly once in the tree.  

 Let z be the element of P that has the largest value of the index function d. Then 
}){( zPview −  contains z and P is a child of the vertex }{zP − . Since the parent of P is 

unique, it follows that P occurs exactly once in the tree.  

  Note that in the Rymon tree of a collection of the form )(SP , the collection of sets of rS  
that consists of sets located at distance r from the root denotes all subsets of the size r of S. 
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